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MODULE 1

HOW TO PLAN YOUR
RECORDING PROJECT

Be Your Own Record Label Project Time Line Tool
This tool shows an overview of the order that you will go through your record
project. Keep referring to this throughout the project. It shows simply which
elements can happen simultaneously, and is a useful overview of the time line
of a typical recording project.
You will complete a more in depth Project Planner in the next module.
Stage 1

Fundraising

Stage 2

Recording
Creating Album Artwork

Stage 3

Deciding on Product Format and Packaging
Researching CD Pressing Companies

Stage 4

Online Distribution and Barcode
Final Artwork
Getting The CD Pressed

Stage 5

Publicity and Promotion
Getting The Record Into Shops
Setting Up Direct Sales Channels
Organise Album Launch

Stage 6

Launch Day

Stage 7

After The Launch
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Key Reminders


Break things down so they are not overwhelming



Focus on the tasks in front of you



Keep asking “What's my next action?” and do that



Keep your daily to do list short



Time block your days

Action Step
1. How long will your time blocks be per day?
2. At what time will your daily time block begin each day?
3. Go to your calendar, and block that time in now.
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MODULE 2

SETTING YOUR
RELEASE DATE
WITHOUT WRECKING
YOUR PROJECT

Today we looked at each individual task that needs doing for your recording
project.
You learned how long it takes to achieve each of these tasks.
You also learned how your release date can only be decided by planning each
of these steps.

Be Your Own Record Label Project Planner
Over the next 2 pages is your Be Your Own Record Label Project Planner.
This will help you pencil in a release date that is properly considered.
It will also help you to plan landmark points, or milestones, within the project so
that each stage happens successfully.
The first of the 2 planners is an example. This will help you when you complete
your own.
Remember that every project will be different so don't feel the need to copy the
example. Use it as a reference point only as you complete your own.

Action Step
1. Choose a starting date for your project.
2. Fill in the month names along the top column.
3. Now enter the milestones for each stage of your project, like in the example.
4. Fill in the release date.
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Month →

Feb

Fundraising

Start Feb
1st

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Sep

Start CD
Pressing
August 1st

Get CDs
Sept 8th

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

End
Apr 1st

Recording

Start Apr
12th

Production

Start
Artwork
Stage 1
Apr 12th

End July
4th

End Art
Stage 1
May 26th

Research
CD
companies
June 15th

Final art
stuff July
6th - 28th

Digital
distributio
n and
Barcode
July 5th

Distribution

Store and
direct
distributio
n Sep1st
Start
publicity
August 1st

Publicity

Book Tour
Gigs
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Book Tour
Gigs

End
distributio
n
Oct 1st
End
publicity
Oct 15th

Start
organising
Launch
Gig
Sep 1st

Launch

Post Launch

Aug

RELEASE
DATE
October
16th
October
18th Tour
Starts
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Month →
Fundraising

Recording

Production

Distribution

Publicity

Launch

Post Launch
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MODULE 3

THE SIX PROVEN
WAYS TO RAISE
MONEY FOR YOUR
RECORD

Personal Funds
I have £_____________ of my own money available to spend on my album.
I am happy to spend this even though I may never see any of it again.
Fellow band members have £____________ available to spend on the
album. They are happy to spend this even though they may never see any of it
again.
In total, I have £____________ to contribute to the album fund.

Loans
This is NOT a recommended course of action but it is an option. I would advise
against it. There are better ways of raising money that will not put you in debt.
But in case you insist:
I will be borrowing
£

from

£

from

£

from

£

from

£

from
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Grants
I will be seeking grants from the following funding bodies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sponsorship
This option is one I highly recommend. As such, an entire module is devoted
to it later in the course.
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Crowdfunding
This is another highly recommended option. A later module explores how to
successfully run a crowdfunding campaign, but for now you need to take some
decisions.
I will be DIY crowd funding (see the Paypal How To on the next page)
OR
I will be using a crowd funding platform and the platform I will be using is

Some examples of crowd funding platforms


Kickstarter: www.kickstarter.com



SellABand: www.sellaband.com



Pledge Music: www.pledgemusic.com



IndieGoGo: www.indiegogo.com
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How to set up PayPal ‘Buy Now’ buttons on your website
1. Log into your Paypal Account
2. Click Merchant Services in the main menu
3. Click Create Payment Buttons For Your Website
4. Click the Buy Now button as the type you wish to create
5. Enter the Item Name e.g. Support My New Album
6. Enter the Price you are charging
7. There is no need to enter postage options so ignore that stage
8. Paypal shows you a Button Preview of how your button will look
9. Now, simply click Create Button to finish building it
10. Paypal automatically writes some code for you
11. Select the code using the Select Code button
12. Paste it into your website (or send it to your web designer)
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MODULE 4

HOW TO RUN A
SUCCESSFUL
SPONSORSHIP DRIVE

About Brainstorming
When you do the brainstorming exercises, you will be doing a mind map. You'll
see a circle in the centre of the page.
Before you begin brainstorming, I want you to draw as many lines outward
from the circle as you can.
Many brainstorm by simply adding a line as an idea comes into your head.
I find that putting the lines in first sets your mind a challenge to generate as
many ideas as possible.
It also keeps you in the brainstorming exercise for longer, and it's often at the
end of that process when you think you're all dried out that some of your more
creative ideas will happen.
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STEP ONE

Your Natural Sponsor Brainstorming Session
In the sessions to follow, I'll be asking you some great questions to generate
sponsor ideas.
But my own experience is that, before we even start, we have a good “gut”
idea of who our natural sponsors might be.
So I want you to go with that gut now. Think of who your natural sponsor could
be.
Don't fret if you get stuck as there are 5 other steps! But come up with as many
as you can.
My guess is that the phrase “ideal sponsor” generates ideas all by itself.
While you have been reading this report, your brain will have been set to work
thinking of who fits the bill.
As such, you will already be in a position to brainstorm your initial ideas.
Getting this down on paper is a useful starting point, and often very informative.
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STEP TWO

Natural Community Brainstorming Session
In this step, I don't want you to think so much about your sponsor, but about
you and your community of fans.
If you don't have many fans as yet, don't worry. Think of the fans of acts that
you are similar to. Think of who your ideal fan is.If you get really stuck, think
about who you are, and people who are just like you.
I think most artists try to simply be a musician they'd like to listen to themselves.
So using yourself as a reference isn't a bad start.
When you think of your fans think of their


age



gender



education



hobbies



interests



political viewpoint.

Basically anything that you could say about them, say it here. It will help you
lots when we do the next step.
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STEP THREE

The Shared Crowd Brainstorming Session
So you now have a good sense of who your fans are, what they do when
they're not with you, how old they are, how they vote, and a host of other
things.
So from that starting point, let's ask some more questions about them that will
lead you to your ideal sponsors.


Who do they give their money to?



What organisations do they support, either charitably or politically or
commercially?



Who else has the same people that you do?

For instance, my audience are very pro labour unions, so labour unions and I
share the same crowd.
Another act might have an audience that are drawn from the biker community,
so will share a crowd with stores that sell motorbikes and motorbike
accessories.
But whoever your crowd is, you don't have them all to yourself. You share them
with many other people.
Who do you share a crowd with?
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STEP FOUR

Big Mission Brainstorming Session
Musicians aren't just about melodies. We mean something to people. What we
create has meaning for people too. Some of our songs have a mission, they
have something to say.
Sometimes it's your story, who you are, your own struggles, your own life
experience. Seasick Steve isn't quite so appealing if he was a rich boy that
went to Harvard.
So who are you? Because who you are, what you do, what you have
overcome, what you sing about, and what individual songs have to say are
your big mission. Because they serve the work of others out there in your
community. I want you to get in touch with your “big mission”.
Some examples are helpful here.
I wrote a song about grasping the future called Today's Just
Yesterday. In the days of Myspace I noticed that a group that worked
with people who had a life shortening illness were using my song as
their anthem on their Myspace page!
Do you have any songs like that?
Another example is a local singer and songwriter who is blind. His
success serves the mission of organisations who, say, do aspirational
work with blind children.
A song that challenges bullying will serve the mission of anti bullying
projects.
The heavily pierced musician serves the work of piercing studios.
The vegetarian serves the work of animal rights campaigners and
veggie food providers.
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There's an infinite number of examples, and they can come from your image,
your story, the theme of your work, or individual songs.
But trust me, there are things about you and your music that fulfil someone
else's mission. What you do is already serving them. So this step is about
getting in touch with who that might be.
In this step make sure you:


think of individual songs that you have



think of your own story



think of the image you present



think of the theme of your work

Once you have that in mind, use that knowledge to think of as many
organisations and businesses who fit any part of the “big mission” aspect of
who you are and the music you make.
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STEP FIVE

The 3Fs Brainstorming Session
Do you know that there are already people in your world who are mad keen to
support you. I call these the 3Fs.

Family
Friends
Fans
Some of them will have businesses, and some will have a certain amount of
status or authority within their organisation.
Given that they're inclined to help you anyhow, wouldn't it be even cooler (and
give them something back!) to let them be a sponsor on your album!
It startles me how much people ignore the networks they already have, so
don't make that mistake.
Your network is much bigger and much more influential than you think.
Plus, they also have personal networks of their own that they can hook you
into.
So go through your own personal network now. Here's how.
1. Look systematically through the following things:
 your Facebook and Twitter friends and followers
 your email address book
 your fan mailing list
 your phone address book
2. Brainstorm with those you think would be good to contact.
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STEP SIX

The Catch All Brainstorming Session
Well done! You've done great so far. Now it's time to review. Your head might
be firing at the moment. Or you might be exhausted. Either way, this next stage
will suit you.
First thing I want you to do is to read back over each of the mind maps you've
created. As you read, who else springs to mind. This stage will typically add
some more ideas because one thought triggers another. Write them down as
they occur to you.
Next step (and the exhausted ones will love this!) is to take a breather. Leave it
for a few days for your brain to mull over the problem. Keep your mind maps to
hand. You'll find that your brain will find some extra ideas during the break.
After the break, come back to your mind maps afresh. Read them over once
again. The distance means that you'll be reading your brainstorms with a fresh
mind, and this tends to trigger additional ideas as one thought leads to another.
Finally, start showing people. Evidence suggests that the best way to
brainstorm ideas is to begin alone as you have done, but then to take your
findings to others.
Maybe even get others to go through the same steps you have done and then
compare notes.
Either way, other people will have ideas that you never had, and will take you
down paths you'd never have thought of. And guess what! Once you hear their
ideas, you'll often find yourself having extra ideas as a result.
Don't worry if this stage doesn't produce tons of extra ideas. The other
sessions will have come up with the bulk of them. But any one of these extra
ideas could be worth a lot of money to you.
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Reflecting On Your Ideas
You've come a long way already. You started this process unsure of how to get
the right sponsors. You're now in a place where you have a ton of ideas, and
now your problem is how to evaluate them. That's a great problem to have.
There are 5 key ways to evaluate your ideas list:


The “naff” test



The pop up test



The easy reach test



The resources test



The in kind test

The Naff Test
Remember earlier I said you want sponsors that fit you, so that you'd be proud
to be associated with them? Well this is where you test that. Go through your
list and get rid of anyone who you would feel embarrassed about having on
your album artwork. Simple as.
The Pop Up Test
You've done a lot of brainstorming. Does anyone keep popping up? So
perhaps they were a first thought as a natural sponsor, then you realise they
share your crowd, and you serve their “mission”? Whenever you see someone
popping up more than once, that's a big sign. Highlight these.
The Easy Reach Test
Some of these businesses are easier to reach than others, and it's not just
about getting through to the MD. It's about whether they are already aware of
you too. For instance, online businesses will blog like crazy to get people to
like and trust them. But in the real world, we have people who already know
and like us, so it makes sense to approach them first. This is a big part of what
I mean by the easy reach test. Do they already know of you? Do they already
like what you do, either with your music or other stuff? Do you have a contact
there you can chat with and get the lay of the land? If so, highlight them.
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Don't rule out the others. But do note which ones will be the hardest to reach
and which ones will be more accessible.
The Resources Test
This is a simple one. Do they have the money to afford the sponsorship price
that you're asking for?
If they don't, it's pointless making the offer. Of course, you won't necessarily
know this, but you can certainly list your ideas in order of how likely they are to
be able to pay. Sometimes all we have are educated guesses, but that's ok.
The In Kind Test
Some organisations can't offer money. Some organisations can, yet it makes
sense for both of you to get something “in kind” from them.
It might be printing or design or some other product or service that is integral to
your record release. For instance, I was sponsored by a design company. I got
all my album artwork done for free!
I was also sponsored by a book publishing company where one of the
directors was also a professional sound engineer, so I got my album launch
sound engineering done for free.
It's not all about money. Sometimes it's about money you can save! And that's
just as valuable.
Now, Prioritise
Now you know how to evaluate your ideas it's time to prioritise them in terms of
natural fit, ease of reach, and what they have to offer you.
Excellent! You know have a great list of great sponsors to start approaching!
The sponsors at the top of your list are those that are a great fit for you, are
within relatively easy reach, and have something valuable (either money or a
service) to give you.

Congratulations!!
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The Offer Itself
Here is what your typical offer will include:


the organisation's logo on your album artwork



the organisation's web address on your album artwork



the logo on all promotional material such as web pages and posters

Other things to think of too are


a number of CDs to the sponsoring organisation



a number of free tickets to your album launch event

All of the above is something for you to play around with and is not set in stone.
It simply represents a standard offer to take to sponsors as a starting point.
All is up for negotiation anyhow once they register an interest.
On top of that, what else can you think of to sweeten the deal? For instance, I
offered my biggest sponsors a free show! They loved that!
But everyone is different. What could you offer your sponsors that would make
your sponsorship offer really appealing?

A final note
Don't sign any exclusive sponsorship deals unless they're giving you
a barrow load of money. This strategy is about getting lots of
organisations on board as sponsors of your record. If anyone wants
to be your sole sponsor they should be stumping up most of the
album recording costs to make up for the sponsors you're no longer
allowed to bring on board.
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My Exact Offer to Sponsors
Here is the exact offer I made to sponsors for my most recent album.
Your crowd will inevitably be different to mine. But feel free to copy it and tweak
it for your own crowd.
Official Sponsor, £150
£150 means your organisation or branch becomes an Official Sponsor of the
new album.
This means you get:


Official Sponsor Status



your logo and web address on the album art work



10 CDs to distribute within the organisation

Super Solidarity Sponsor, £300
£300 means your organisation or branch are a Super Solidarity Sponsor of the
new album.
This means you get:


Super Solidarity Sponsor Status



your logo and web address on the album art work



15 CDs to distribute within the organisation



a free 90 minute show anywhere within the North West of England
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Action Step: Your Offer
1. List the levels within your sponsorship package
2. Decide the pricing for each level
3. Give each level a meaningful name eg Super Solidarity Sponsor
4. Write down what the sponsor gets at each level of sponsorship
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MODULE 5

RUNNING A KILLER
CROWD FUNDING
CAMPAIGN

Build a Pledge Funnel
The principle of building a pledge funnel is very simple.
Start with a cheap option (usually just pre buying the album itself). This is the
level most people will support you at. Then double the price, and add value.
Keep doing the same until you have built a multi-tiered pledge funnel.

My Exact Offer to my Fans
Here is the exact 6 step offer I made to my fans when crowd funding for my
When The Sunlight Shines album.
Step 1: Pre Order The Album, £10
If you think you'd buy this album when released, you can help me out really
easily by simply buying it now as a pre order instead.


£2 off the Retail Price of £12



Supporting grassroots radical independent music

Step 2: Pre Order A Signed Album, £20
This means you get:


a personally signed copy of the album addressed to you by name

Step 3: In The Artwork, £40
This means you get:


a personally signed copy of the album addressed to you by name



thanked by name in the album artwork in the Acknowledgements section

Step 4: Mega Thanks, £80
This means you get:


a personally signed copy of the album addressed to you by name



thanked by name in the album artwork in the Acknowledgements section



a personal greetings card from Alun to you, thanking you for your support



5 additional CDs to show your friends and family
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Step 5: Official Sponsor, £150
£150 makes you an Official Sponsor of the album.
This means you get:


Official Sponsor status



your own photograph will appear on the album art work



Alun will personally draw you a unique and exclusive presentational style
drawing to go on your mantel piece which will include an excerpt from lyrics
on the album



a personal greetings card from Alun to you, thanking you for your support



10 additional CDs to show your friends and family

Step 6: Super Solidarity Sponsor, £300
£300 makes you a Super Solidarity Sponsor.
This means you get:


Super Solidarity status



your own photograph will appear on the album art work



Alun will personally draw you a unique and exclusive presentational style
drawing to go on your mantel piece which will include an excerpt from lyrics
on the album



a personal greetings card from Alun to you, thanking you for your support



plus (get this) you will receive an “Album Executive” credit in the album
credits list



15 additional CDs to show your friends and family
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Now Your Turn: Crowd Funding Pledge Funnel Sheet
Step 1

£

Step 2

£

Step 3

£
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Step 4

£

Step 5

£

Step 6

£
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Can you keep going?
Step 7

£

Step 8

£
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MODULE 6

GETTING DOWN TO
RECORDING

You have a range of great options for recording your album.
The option you choose will depend on


your skills



your recording budget



your time



your requirements



your preference

Your choices are


Full studio



Studio for part of the project only



Hire an engineer



Self-record



Apprentice Engineer



Live album

Action Step
The right option for recording my music for this particular project is:

The reasons for choosing this option are:
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MODULE 7

ENSURING A
SUCCESSFUL
RECORDING SESSION

In this module you will decide what kind of record you are releasing.


Full Album (typically 10 songs or more)



EP (typically 3 to 6 songs)



Single (1 song)

Your decision will depend on


The number of good songs you have to record



Your recording budget



The decision you made in Module 6 regarding how to record
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List Your Candidate Songs
Which of your songs might be good enough for the album?
Write your short list here:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Count Your Money
For this recording project I have a recording budget of £________.

Count Your Songs
Having reviewed my short list of candidate songs, my budget, and how I have
chosen to do the recording, I have decided to record _________ songs.

Album, EP Or Single
(tick your choice)
Given the number of songs I have decided upon, I will be recording:
An Album
An EP
A Single

The Good Engineer Check List
The best way to get a great engineer is to talk to people they have worked with.
So ask friends and others on the music scene who their engineer was.
Google for sound and recording engineers in your locality, then talk to the
people whose records they've made (their websites will give this information).
Use this check list below for each engineer that you find.











Creates
great
records

Creates the
record you
want to make

Great
to work
with

Makes
life easy
for you

Keeps
it fun
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MODULE 8

GREAT ARTWORK FOR
YOUR RECORD

Your designer will create all artwork for your record. This consists of:


Front Cover



Back Cover



Inside Page(s)



Booklet (if you have one)



CD Spine



The CD itself

Designer Options
There are a range of options for choosing your designer.


You



Someone in the band



A friend



A relative



A social network friend



A fan



Graphic design students



In kind sponsorship



Professional Freelancer

Designer Check List









The person
genuinely has
the skills for this
highly skilled job

If that person is
you, you have
considered the
impact of
overwhelm

You will be able
to keep that
person to your
time line

You have seen
the person's work
and you love it
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Make A Plan
List what actions you will now take in order to find a great designer for your
album.
ask friends, post an appeal on Facebook etc.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Choosing Your Designer
If you can't name your designer, you don't actually have one. You need to have
one ready at this stage. Only when you can name your designer, and they
have agreed to do it, can you consider this module complete.
The designer for my recording artwork is:
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MODULE 9

GETTING A FANTASTIC
ALBUM COVER

There are 3 main options for your album cover:


The designer creates something



A photograph of you



A concept photograph

Action Step
This action step is one of the more straightforward in the course. You will
simply decide whether to


let your designer create something from scratch



have a photograph of you as the cover



find a photograph you like and use that (e.g. from Flickr)

This is an artistic choice and there is no right or wrong answer.
Bear in mind though that letting the designer create something from scratch
takes longer, so you will need to build that in to your project plan.

Your Decision
My album cover will consist of
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MODULE 10

GETTING YOUR
RECORD MADE

In this module you need to focus on getting your record made. This is the point
where your music transforms from being a sound file on your computer, to a
product that customers will be able to buy.
Your task here is to decide which product formats you will have produced.
This depends on 2 key factors:


where you sell and distribute your music



what format your particular audience would buy in sufficient numbers

Where You Distribute Your Music
Think of where you will be selling and distributing your music. Tick the ones
that fit most.
Gigs
Stores
Online
Via DJs

Your Audience
Think of the kind of product format that your own particular audience would
actually buy in sufficient numbers to justify producing it.
CD
Vinyl
Digital
Digicards
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Your Decision
Now that you have considered your audience and your distribution networks,
you are now in a good position to decided which formats you will produce.
Tick whichever product(s) you have decided on.
CD
Vinyl
Digital
Digicards
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MODULE 11

FINDING YOUR WAY
THROUGH THE CD
PACKAGING JUNGLE

Packaging Options
There are 5 main types of packaging:


Plastic Wallets



Card Wallets



Slimline Jewel Cases



Standard Jewel Cases



Card Packaging

The key considerations for choosing packaging are:


The weight (especially when gigging)



How professional they look



The cost



Impact on the environment

Action Step
The CD packaging I am choosing for my record is
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Booklet Options
If you want more than just an album cover sheet then you can opt to have a
booklet, which can contain lyrics and other sleeve notes.
This has a time and cost implication in terms of design and printing, yet also
allows you to include sponsors and crowd funder acknowledgements.
The booklets come in a range of formats:


4 page booklet (front, back, 2 inside pages)



8 page booklet (front, back, 6 inside pages)



16 page booklet (front, back, 14 inside pages)

Action Step
The type of insert in my record will be (tick your choice):
Single Inside Cover
4 page booklet
8 page booklet
16 page booklet
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MODULE 12

GETTING THE DISC
PRESSED WITHOUT
DISASTER

In this module you will be deciding


how many records to make



whether to choose duplication or replication



which CD pressing company to hire

How many records
A. I expect to sell __________ records.
B. I will be sending out __________ review and promotional copies.
C. Forgetting what I said in Step A, if I was to be really cautious and sensible,
I'd really only expect to sell __________ records.
Add up your answers to questions B and C to find out how many records to get
pressed.
I will be getting __________ records pressed.

Finding A CD Pressing Company
There are 3 things you can do:


Google “CD duplication [insert your locality]”
CD duplication London



Google “CD replication [insert your locality]”
CD replication San Diego



Ask friends with records about which company they used
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Duplication v Replication
Duplication is for short runs. Replication is for big runs.
Duplication is more expensive per unit than replication.
For that reason, when you check the price for the amount of CDs you wish to
order, also check the price for the lowest replication run that they will do.
You may find that you can get a lot of extra CDs for a minimal increase in price,
or maybe even cheaper.

CD Company Reference List
In the table on the next page, make a note of the companies you have
contacted and sought samples from.


Enter the company name in the left column.



Enter the TOTAL price you would pay in the next column (including taxes
and delivery).



Enter the time it will take them to complete the job.



Enter Y or N depending on whether they sent you a sample.



Enter any notes about the company, such as their level of customer service
or your thoughts about the quality of the sample artwork they sent.
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CD Company Reference List
Company

Cost
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Time

Sample

Notes
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Action Step
The company I will hire to press my record is
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MODULE 13

HOW TO PRICE YOUR
RECORD

Your Goal
(tick your choice)
At this stage of my career, my main goal is to:
Get more fans
Get income from my substantial fan base

Your Price
My record has ________ songs
My CD price is £________ per song
So my CD price is £________
My download price is ________ per song
So my album download price is ________
Are you producing vinyl and digicards?
If so give your prices for each below.
My vinyl price is £________
My digicard price is £________
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Bundles
Supermarkets often run 3 for 2 type offers. You can do similar bundles with
your records and merchandise.
I will run the following bundle offers:

Packages
Remember some fans want to give you more money – if only you let them.
What can you offer more higher prices?
For £10 I can offer
For £80 I can offer
For £150 I can offer
For £300 I can offer
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Pricing Experiments
In the video, I spoke of pricing experiments. Think through your own ideas for
pricing experiments and write them in the boxes below.
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3
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Live Gigs Price
You may decide to offer a different price to reward those who come and see
you play live.
At gigs, my record price will be £_________
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MODULE 14

RELEASE YOUR
RECORD DIGITALLY

A Step By Step Guide To CD Baby
Get An Account
Sign up for a free account at members.cdbaby.com

Add New Title
Click the Add New Title button in the Dashboard
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Select Album or Single
Tell CD Baby if you are setting up an album or a single

Enter Album Info
In this guide I'll assume you are setting up an album. Tell CD Baby whether it is
a compilation album or not, the language of your album, the artist name, the
album title, the planned release date, the record label, and the copyright owner.
The copyright owner is assumed to be the artist if left blank.
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How do you want to sell your music?
CD Baby then wants to know if you are going to sell your album physically e.g.
a CD, and if you are going to sell your album digitally e.g. downloads on the
likes of iTunes. The typical answer would be both, so click both boxes if that is
true for you too.

The Barcode
I said earlier that you need a barcode for stock control purposes in stores and
digital distribution. The barcode goes on the back of your album artwork. CD
Baby gives you a barcode for $20, meaning you get one very cheaply.
There are 3 options:


I already have a bar code (which is very unlikely)



I'd like CD Baby to assign a bar code (recommended)



I only want to sell physical records through CDBaby.com (not advised)

So typically you would choose the middle option and continue.
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Terms and Conditions
Next you need to agree to CDBaby's terms.
Single Disc or Double Album
Next tell them if there is 1 disc in your record or 2. Typically the answer is just
one.
Number of Tracks
Tell them how many songs are on your album.
Enter the song titles
Now enter the title of each song in the form provided
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The Track Menu
Once you have entered this information you will see the Track Menu. Each
track is listed with a Start button next to each.
For each track in turn, press the Start button to enter details for that track.
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Song Information
When you click the Start button, CD Baby will ask for information about that
song. It will ask for:


Lyrical Content - explicit or clean



Composition Type - original or cover



Artist Name



Add a songwriter – this is where you enter the names of the songwriter(s)



Publisher - unless you know otherwise, the answer is No

Enter this information for every song on your album.
Album Description and Album Notes
This is the bit that people see in the CDBaby store. So make it good!
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Genre, Mood & Similar Artists
CD Baby wants some more information about your type of music. It does this
to help match you up with music fans who go to their site to buy music. So fill
this in accurately. Note too that the similar artists section is because search for
new artists who are similar to those they are already fans of. So choose wisely.
Here is the full list of information they want from you:


Genre – shoppers search by genre



Mood – some will search by mood, especially film makers



Your location



Similar artists - looking for new artists similar to people they already like

Remember that this is to help their music fans discover new music. So help
them find you!
Album Price
Set a price now. The form shows the price to the public and the money that
you will get (CD Baby takes $4 per sale).
Quantity Discount
This allows you to give a discount to people who bulk buy your record.
Here, I'm offering a 10% discount so CD Baby tells me what I will be getting
per sale as a result.
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Physical Distribution
Being with CD Baby can potentially give you access to over 15,000 physical
stores. But only if you choose it. So if you want that (and why wouldn't you?)
tick the box to Opt In to their Physical Distribution Programme. It is also worth
offering a discount to retailers to entice them to stock your record. In this
example I've given 20%.

Digital Prices
This is where you set CD Baby's digital download prices. These prices are for
CD Baby only rather than for all their distribution partners, some of whom have
set pricing. In this step you have to:


Set album price
This is the price for the entire album as a download



Set individual tracks price
This is the price for each individual track as a download



Decide whether to allow individual tracks download
This option lets you choose whether people have to download the entire
album, or whether you will let them pick and choose individual tracks.
Usually people will let fans pick and choose individual tracks to download
but it's your choice.
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ISRC Codes
ISRC stands for International Standard Recording Code. So what is it?
An ISRC code is needed for every track for digital distribution. It identifies the
recording (not the song).
In simple terms, it allows you to get paid for digital sales by third parties
Let CD Baby assign them. It's nice and easy that way.
Digital Distribution Options

Here you tell CD Baby who you want your music distributed to.


CD Baby Only
You can limit it to CD Baby only. This means your album can only be
downloaded on CD Baby and nowhere else. This is very limited and
I wouldn't recommend that option.
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Downloads Only (iTunes, Amazon and more)
This is the option that gets you onto the likes of Amazon and Google Play.
This does not include streaming services like Spotify or other cloud based
music services.



Downloads + Streaming Services
This is the same as the previous option but it brings cloud music services
on board too such as Spotify.



Do it all, even unpaid
This option even distributes your music to sites that offer free downloads
and streaming. Depending on your strategy, this might or might not be ok.
Personally, I always focus on getting heard and getting fans over money,
because my belief is that fans will give me money in the end. so I click the
Do It All option. But your strategy may be different to mine.

So choose whichever strategy suits you best.
Additionally, you can uncheck any music service that you specifically DO NOT
want to be with if you have any particular strategic or other objection.
Setting Up Pre Sales
One of the great things about CD Baby is that it allows you to pre sell your
record, building buzz and finances ahead of the release date. After all, you’ll be
publicising the release in advance so why not sell off the back of it.
This allows you to get the money now, and the album is delivered to the
customer on release day.
If your album has 11 tracks or more, you can even offer an instant gratification
track. This means that your customer gets an instant download of a track from
the album when they buy. If you choose to offer an instant gratification track,
tell CD Baby which track it will be.
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Some Miscellaneous Info
CD Baby now wants to know whether you have any super long tracks. If you
do, you can price those differently.
CD Baby also wants to know whether you will be selling your music world wide
or whether you want to restrict it from certain countries.
Royalties
Royalties are collected by collection agencies. They collect money for you
when others play or perform your music, whether that be live or radio for
instance.
You get money when your songs are performed in public e.g. live, radio etc
For instance, PRS is the collection agency in the UK, which costs £50 to join.
In the USA there is SESAC, BMI and ASCAP. As the song writer, you can join
one and given the low joining fees it is advisable as you can earn more money
through royalties.
This explanation of collection agencies will help you in a moment when we look
at Movie opportunities with CD Baby.
Note: To find collection agencies for your locality, see the excellent Wikipedia
list of collection agencies at
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_copyright_collection_societies
Movies & YouTube
CD Baby is partnered with Rumblefish which is a music licensing company.
This means that you can get paid when your music gets used in


Games



Films



TV Shows



Commercials



YouTube
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This is known as a Sync License.

In this step, you choose your own license with regard to these potential
revenue sources.
Your options are:


None
This means you do not want your music used that way at all.



All Media
This means that your music can be used on anything from films to
commercials



MicroSync
This license just looks after your revenue on social media and YouTube

Choose Your Performing Rights Organisation
CD Baby then asks you what is your performing rights organisation. This is so
it knows where to send your money for your Sync License. If you are not in one
yet, that's okay, just choose None and you will get it directly. If you are (for
instance I am a member of the PRS) then tell them which one you are a
member of.
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Final Steps – Submit Your Media
Your final step is to submit the album cover artwork and submit the music. You
can do both of these by uploading and CD Baby will guide you.
Don't send the music as an mp3 format though. They need high quality music
files such as WAV or FLAC, and they must be stereo at 44.1KHz sample rate.
Once you have done that mail them some CDs in the post (they'll tell you how
many they need). And you're done!
Congratulations! You just


got a barcode



got on iTunes (if you chose that)



got extra revenue sources from YouTube



signed a Sync deal for movies and TV



signed a distribution deal for over 15,000 physical stores.

Not bad for an afternoon's work!!
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MODULE 15

THE ARTWORK INFO
YOU BETTER NOT
FORGET

Your Super Simple Designer Check List Resource
This check list shows you every piece of information that you need to give to
your designer. As you can see, it's a huge list, so without this resource it would
be very easy for you to miss something out.
Use it to make sure that you have given everything to the designer.
Then go through it again to check that the designer included everything.

Important
Make sure you carefully check the spelling, especially when it comes
to the name of a person or organisation.
Nothing will irritate your supporters more than giving you money to
have their name on the album artwork only to end up as Carole
instead of Carol.
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Information

Given to
designer

Designer
included

The album name
Credits: Songwriters
Credits: Musicians
Credits: Recording Engineers
Credits: Designer
Credits: Photography
Song names
Lyrics
Sponsor Logos
Sponsor Web Addresses
Crowd Funder Fan Photos
Crowd Funder Fan Names
Photos of You: Live
Photos of You: Posed Photoshoots
Photos of You: While Recording
Acknowledgements: Names
Index Number eg PARRYCD01
Copyright: Artwork
Copyright: CD Label
Rights Reserved: Artwork
Rights Reserved: CD Label
Barcode
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MODULE 16

PROMOTING YOUR
RECORD

Local Music Media
The following journalists cover my local music scene:
Name
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They write for

Email address

Tel Number
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Local Radio
The following local radio DJs promote and play local music
(Top Tip: it is often easier to go through producers as they play a big role in getting guests for the show and are more
accessible than the presenter):
DJ Name
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Radio Station

Email Address

Producer Name
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Specialist Magazines
The following magazines cover my music genre:
Mag Name
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Contact Name

Press Release
Email Address

Tel Number
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Blogs
Blogs are overlooked, yet there are many great music blogs with loyal readers. They are also not space limited like
magazines so are always looking for content.
The following blogs cover my music genre:
Blog Name
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Web Address

Email Address

Contact Name
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Direct Media Check List
Now you have traditional media covered, and also blogs online.
But you have a significant media platform at your personal disposal.
This check list will make sure you're not overlooking some of your own directto-fans media channels.









Your blog

Your newsletter/
mailing list

Your Facebook
Fan Page

Your personal
Facebook







Your Twitter
account

Your other social
media

Leaflets and
posters

Online Press Kit Check List
You need a press kit on your website so journalists, radio DJs, and bloggers
can easily get information about you without going through the hassle of
contacting you. Remember how busy they are!
It also helps with bookers too, so you definitely need one.
Here's a handy check list of what goes in an online press kit:





a biography
(tell your
story!!)

review
quotes (your
social proof!)
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videos
sample of
a high
(embed
recorded
resolution
some of your
music (use
photograph
YouTube
soundcloud.com (300 dots per
videos)
and embed)
inch for most
newspapers)
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Get Played Across The World
To be played on podcasts across the world make your music podsafe by
uploading it to www.musicalley.com
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A Simple Guide To Creating A Press Release


A press release can be broken down into a number of component parts:



The embargo



The headline



The opening paragraph



The 2nd paragraph



The quote



The final paragraph(s)



Note to editors



ENDS



Contact details

The embargo
This is at the top of the press release. It allows you to select when the news is
released. For instance: EMBARGO 14th September 2014
This means the press release won't be reported on before that date.
If you want it released straight away then, instead of EMBARGO, you would
write: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The headline
This needs to quickly sum up what the story is about. Don't go for tabloid style
headlines. Just make it easy for the journalist to see what is happening.
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The opening paragraph
The first paragraph has to contain all the key information.
Paragraphs in press releases are always written in order of importance. This is
so editors, if short of space, can simply cut off the last couple of paragraphs
and keep the key information. Journalists are trained to write this way, so you
have to do the same.
A good way to ensure you have included all the relevant information is to
answer the 5 key questions, sometimes known as the 5 Ws:


Who



What



When



Where



Why
Local songwriter Tom Thompson is performing a live concert on
Friday at The Music Cabin to launch his latest studio album.
Who:

Tom Thompson

What:

is performing a live concert

When:

on Friday

Where:

at The Music Cabin

Why:

to launch his latest studio album

The second paragraph
The second paragraphs fleshes out some of the detail that you outlined in the
opening paragraph.
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The quote
In the third paragraph it is good to include a quote from you. This adds a
personal element and brings the story to life.
Tom said: “I'm really excited to be launching my latest album back at
The Cabin. It's such a great venue and I can't wait to share my new
songs with everyone. I'm really proud of how it's turned out.”
The final paragraph(s)
This is where you would include any extra information that is relevant to the
story. Don't go overboard. Typically one final paragraph will do the trick.
Note to Editors
This won't appear in the story but is your chance to give a little background
information to the editor, but not too much. So for instance, you may give your
web address, or point the journalist to a gallery of images.
Also, if there is a photo opportunity, say so and give details.
ENDS
The word ENDS tells the journalist the press release is finished.
Contact Details
Underneath ENDS you would then give your contact details so that the
journalist can get in touch for more information.
For further information or to arrange an interview, please contact
Tom Thompson on xxx xxxxxx or email at xxxx@xxxxxx.xxx
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MODULE 17

GETTING YOUR
RECORD INTO SHOPS

High Street Record Stores
Use this sheet to store contact information for your local record stores, and to
make a note of when your appointments are:
Store

Manager

Tel Number

Email

Appointment

Independent Record Stores
Use this sheet to store contact information for your local record stores, and to
make a note of whether they said Yes or No to stocking copies of your album:
Store

Contact Name
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Contact Details

Y/N
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Club DJs
Depending on your genre of music, club DJs will be an important outlet for
people hearing your music. If that is true of your music, store the names and
contacts of DJs here:
DJ Name

Contact

Out Of The Box
Don't just rely on record stores. Think outside of the box. Brainstorm other
stores such as coffee shops, bookshops or places where your fans hang out.
List their details in the table below, along with the time they've agreed to meet
with you:
Store

Manager
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Tel Number

Email

Appointment
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Amazon
You can sell as a store on Amazon through their Sell Online Programme.
In the UK, the web address to sign up is
services.amazon.co.uk/services/sell-online/features-and-benefits.html
In the USA, you will already be with Amazon as a result of opting in to CD
Baby's Physical Distribution programme.
For other countries, seek out the “Sell On Amazon” programme in your area.
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MODULE 18

BE YOUR OWN
RETAILER AND SELL
DIRECT
TO FANS

Direct Sales of Physical Products
(tick your choices)
For direct sales of CDs and vinyl I will be using:
PayPal on my website
Bandcamp

Direct Sales of Downloads
(tick your choices)
For direct sales of digital downloads I will be using:
Sellfy
Bandcamp

Action Step
1. Implement your choices for physical sales whether that be Paypal,
Bandcamp or both.
2. Upload your songs to the download platforms you chose, whether that be
Sellfy, Bandcamp or both.
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MODULE 19

CREATIVE
STRATEGIES IN AN
AGE OF FREE MUSIC

Despite being in an age of free music being readily available, people will still
pay for what could be obtained free.
This action step gets you to look at 5 of the key reasons people pay for what
could be obtained freely, and asks you to look at how you can offer that to your
fans as part of your record release.
This might be as an additional product that accompanies the release, or it
might be the release itself.

Immediately Available
How could you encourage payment to people who don't want to have to wait?

Interpretation
Just as DVD movies have Director's comments, what ways can you think of to
offer your interpretation of the album to your fans?
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Personalising
How can you personalise your record for your fans? Or offer something else
which is personalised, such as when I offered a custom piece of art or a
greeting card to my fans?

In Person
You in person is something your fans will pay for even if they can get the music
for free. What can you think of that offers you in person?
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Encourage Patronage
A lot of your fans simply want to support you and keep you going. What can
you do to encourage and reward that?

Incentivising Social Media and Mailing List Sign Ups
Mailing List Giveaways
What will you give away to entice people to sign up to your email newsletter?

Social Media
(tick your choices)
I will use the following tools as part of my “get paid other than money”
strategy:
Like Gating with FanBridge.com
Tweet For A Track on Twitter & Facebook with TweetForATrack.com
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MODULE 20

THE LAUNCH AND
BEYOND

Wow! You did it!
You are your own record label now.
You are not at the mercy of music industry suits.
You have complete control over your career, and your only gatekeepers are
your fans.

Congratulations!
I'm really glad and thankful that you let me help you along your journey.
Best wishes for your recording career!!
Keep in touch and let me know how it goes.
Al
www.BeYourOwnRecordLabel.com
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